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Well, here we go again having to register yet another objection to an ill-
conceived plan to build an environmentally harmful incineration site.
Dangerous air quality and the visual impact is not wanted here.  Why don't
you put your energies into opening up your municipal tips and KEEP them
open? 

Also, why are you treating those of us who live along the Ford Road and
surrounding area as third-class citizens with your determination to destroy
the remaining and I hasten to add, ever decreasing precious green belt this
side of Arundel? 

Why would you condemn us all to MORE traffic along a poorly maintained
B. Road that is incapable of handing the volume of traffic that uses it now. 
We already have a planned site for more houses which will only compound
the daily problems we currently experience.  In 40 years of living in Ford
Road you as a council have done absolutely NOTHING to improve
the speeding on this dangerous road.  You have shown no thought to the local
inhabitants by not planning a junction for cars to enter and exit onto the
planned new by-pass, so traffic can avoid the bottle neck problems that
plague the exit by Californian Terrace onto the Arundel roundabout. 

Your unwillingness to address the volume of traffic on this spur road into
Arundel speaks volumes that you don't care about your elected duties to serve
those of us who are expected to vote for you at local elections.  Shame on
you all. 

As consummate conservatives we have no choice left but to boycott the
election today.
 
It’s odd that you haven’t taken into consideration the poor prisoners at H M
Ford Prison with this proposal, as elected people, you seem to be more
concerned with criminals’ human rights that you are with your local law-
abiding citizens!   

Mr and Mrs A J Gilks.
 
 



 
 

 


